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ABSTRACT 
Mx proteins are main components of the antiviral innate immune response mediated by type I 
interferon (IFN). They are characterized with three conserved domains including GTP-binding domain, 
central interactive domain, and C-terminal leucine zipper domain which required for protein 
interaction. In this study, three different Mx genes from orange-spotted grouper (Epinephelus coioides), 
the most important fish species in Asia aquaculture, have been cloned and characterized. MxI cDNA 
consists of 1881 bp coding for a 626 amino acids protein, MxII cDNA consists of 1923 bp coding for a 
640 amino acids protein while MxIII cDNA has 1935 bp and results in a protein with 644 residues. As 
the approaches to these three Mx genes function, their response to the nodavirus (NNV) infection was 
tested. Important differences in tissue distribution, time course and induction level were found 
between them, thus suggesting a different function for each isoform. In addition, we cloned three Mx 
promoters and predicted their related regulation binding sites. The three promoters exhibiting different 
amount canonical interferon-stimulated response element (ISRE), which is important site for 
interferon regulated factors binding. There are two ISRE in MxI promoter, two ISRE in MxII promoter 
and three ISRE in MxIII promoter. Other regulatory motifs were identified in the remaining part of 
three promoter, such as variable numbers of gamma IFN activated sites, and several GAAA elements 
or ISRE core sequences. The three promoters with distinct structures exhibit different antiviral ability 
in promoter analyses, including different time course and dose-dependent of Poly[ I:C] treatment and 
NNV infection. Altogether, these findings indicated that the expression of three Mx genes might have 
specific regulation, and different antiviral response. These results provide useful information to study 
the antiviral ability of Mx proteins and its physiological function in the future. 
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